Exhibition: Until October 24th | Tuesday - Friday | 12PM - 5PM | The Plaza Gallery

Open Studios: October 12th, 13th, 19th, & 20th | 10AM - 5PM

Thumbs up to The Center for the Arts for hosting such a great Opening Reception for this year's Open Studios last night.

At its Plaza Gallery, we loved the natural lighting and, as daylight faded into evening dark, it made savoring the exhibition all the more urgent and enjoyable.

So, with all the beauty of autumn upon us, and with so many artists participating this year, we urge you to...
carve out a good amount of time to visit them in their studios both within and beyond Grass Valley-Nevada City Cultural District.

For now, see below for details of the tour and for tips on how to get the most out of it. And a word of warning, although the Tour takes place over two weekends, some studios are only open for one.

See you on the Tour!

---

**75 + ARTISTS**

**15 GALLERIES**

**GROUP STUDIOS**

**What is Open Studios?**

2019 marks the 24th year of artists from Nevada County's Western Region showing their work. Adding to the gravitas of Open Studio's brand over the last two years has been the state's special designation of Grass Valley and Nevada City under the California Cultural District Program.

Every October, hundreds of local artists open up their studios and galleries during the second and third weekends so that you can see where art is made, displayed, and appreciated.

The tour features a multitude of classic and contemporary art for every taste and hosts sculptors, printmakers, photographers, painters, jewelers, illustrators, woodworkers, designers, and much more.

Open Studios is a wonderful opportunity to meet the artists, view new pieces and works in process, watch live demonstrations, learn about their processes from conception to completion, and buy original art in a wide range of mediums and
methods! Beyond an art sale, Open Studios is a chance to experience first-hand how, where, and why art is created.

More information on the Open Studios can be found via Center for the Arts

Where to find your guide

Find your online Guide Companion HERE, and pick up a physical copy of the Tour Guide at the Plaza Gallery, 998 Plaza Drive, Grass Valley, OR one of the following locations:

- Artist Proof: Print and Design
- Art Works Gallery
- ASiF Studios
- Grass Valley Courtyard Suites
- BriarPatch Food Co-op
- Grass Valley Chamber of Commerce
- Gold Miners Inn
- Gallery 125 & Media Lounge
- LeeAnn Brook Fine Art
- Nevada City Picture Framing and Art Gallery
- Nevada City Chamber of Commerce

Not sure where to start?

With so many artists to see and only four days to enjoy them, The Center for the Arts has made it easy for you. Use this digital tour map for addresses of each one of Western Nevada County's participating artists.

A word of caution, though - we respectfully remind
Click on the image above for a digital tour map. You will be shown that some of these locations are private homes and should only be visited during the studio tour hours!

Find out more: Find out more about Open Studios on Facebook and at Centre for the Arts here. Download the Tour Guide here.

See you on the Tour!
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